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Better Check Yourself;
You Might Have Measles

Dancing Trio

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Sixteen Students To Embark
On
Field Trio Fridav
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YOU, BOYS

"WHATEVER YOUR

SHAPE OR FORM......

THE NEW
SPALDING CLUBS
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--
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SWING TOR LONGER,

They're Beautiful! Soft as Cashmere!

Orion Sweaters
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Pale Yellow

Pale Bine

Pale Pink

Bright White
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Orion is so soft It

KENTUCKY CLUB
Notice how much better your pipe tadei how
much fresher your mouth feel when you twitch to
Kentucky Club. Send for free catalog showing fine
pipes and how to get them at big savings. Mail
Pouch Tobacco Co., Wheeling, West Va. Dept. 39
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I Mullin Cartoon!
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In thit book only,

WRITE TODAY TO SCALDING
Chicopes, Mm.
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It washes

asily. dries quickly, and needs no blocking!
Pale pink, blue, while or yellow . . . sites 34 to 40.
Get sereral today!
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